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Review has finally regained life after a temporary 

gap of four years due to pandemic.  This issue has 

eight papers covering different issues in 

management.  The first paper by Manivannan 

analyses and discusses the turnaround time of 

patients at hospitals undergoing different medical 

procedures.  The second paper by Gaur, Suri, and 

Gupta studies the impacts of digital marketing 

platforms in eco-tourism.  Sachan, Chauhan, and 

Agarwal, in the third paper, identify the 

impediments faced by the smart cities in achieving 

sustainable development goals.  Specifically, they 

identify 12 major impediments.  Kaul and Agarwal, in the fourth paper, argue out-of-home 

(OOH) advertising as an alternative to digital advertising.  They propose a rating system of 

the media based on fuzzy technique.  In the fifth paper, Agarwal and Kaul have identified 

the challenges in implementing the (human-to-human) H2H marketing strategy by 

grouping the factors into cause/effect clusters.  Kumar, Suman, and Rajak, in the sixth 

paper, have analyzed the factors that influence the sustainable development of electric 

vehicles.  In the seventh paper, Agarwal and Malhotra discuss in detail about the 

challenges that dominate the implementation of Society 5.0.  Specifically, they identify 18 

challenges that are likely to be faced during implementation.  The final paper by Dwivedi, 

Verma, Kumar, and Prasad helps to identify the factors that are critical in evaluating the 

effectiveness of the mutual funds from the customers’ point of view. 

I sincerely hope that the readers will benefit from these papers and continue to 

support TSM Business Review!!!!!!!! 
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provided invaluable feedback and critique on the submitted manuscripts. Your 
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advancement of knowledge and providing a platform for the dissemination of ground-
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We hope that the publication will be of interest and use to you and that it will 
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Abstract 

Purpose 

The purpose of this research is to investigate the purchase intention of IoT enabled smart hotel 

rooms among young adults. IoT enabled smart hotel rooms are attracting the attention of 

tourism and hospitality industry in recent past, hence it will be appropriate to analyze the 

purchase intention of such smart hotels. Such investigation will provide an overview about the 

customers intention towards the smart hotels.  

Methodology 

A questionnaire survey method was followed in this research. We followed snowball sampling 

method to collect responses. A questionnaire survey link was created and the responses were 

recorded electronically. The collected data was analyzed with the help of “sentimentr” package in 

R-statistical programming language. We used Classification and Regression tree and Random 

Forest to identify the important predictor variables for purchase intention of IoT enabled Smart 

Hotel rooms  

Major Findings 

The research study revealed that the sentiment score on “How will you share your experience 

with the friend” act as a major factor in determining the purchase intention of smart hotel rooms 

followed by sentiment score on brand image, technological familiarity and sentiment score on 

how well the respondents could narrate a story about the benefits of IoT enabled smart hotels.  

Practical Implication 

IoT enabled smart rooms are gaining attention now-a-days; hence this research will have a 

profound impact in tourism and hospitality industry. Since the research has addressed purchase 

intention of smart hotel rooms, the market potential shall be estimated by the brand managers. 

Policy makers shall make use of this research finding while making policy decision based on 

supply vs demand of IoT enabled smart rooms in hotels.  

Originality/ Value 

The research used random forest approach to confirm the influence of predictor variables and 

the dependent variable purchase intention of smart hotel rooms. To understand the contribution 

of various predictor variables, we used correlation plot and correlation test on between various 

predictor variables and the dependent variable purchase intention.  
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Introduction 

In the modern business environment, Hotels and Accommodations play a vital role in keeping 

the world moving in its pace. Hotels act as temporary spots where people from various 

business stay, meet up and discuss various business transactions. Hotels and resorts also act 

as a humble abode for a family, a home away from home during holidays and planned 

vacations. According to Middleton and Clarke (1999), accommodation provides facilities that 

make travelling more convenient and with comfort. In his “Conceptual model of the tourist 

market system”, Hall (1995), says that accommodation is one of the major component in 

creating demand as it decides the type of visitors who choose to stay at the property. 

According to Young (1973), Accommodation is a major component that decides how the 

destination will stand out among others in the industry. Hotels must ensure that, not only they 

provide the best service to the existing customers, but also to create new customers by 

motivating them. As a tradition, luxury hotels have the practice of providing premium 

accommodation and services. However, in the modern environment, the customers are 

inclining towards, service quality, plush facilities and more value for their investment 

(Presbury, R., Fitzgerald, A. and Chapman, R., 2005). Major components that the hospitality 

industry relies upon are, repeat customers and word of mouth communication which require 

increased customer satisfaction. The industry is highly competitive and the competition 

revolves around service quality, image of the property and the amenities provided by the 

hotel. To remain an active player in the competition, the requirements are to provide superior 

quality of service which will meet the expectations of the customers (Cooper et al. 1996). 

 
Service quality is one of the key factors in bringing repeat customers for an accommodation. 

While there may be reasons that are beyond the scope of the hotel management for the initial 

visit of the customer, the responsibility of creating a satisfactory experience rests with the 

management and hotel staff. The key components of expressive services are tangibles, 

responsiveness, reliability, assurance and empathy (Zeithaml, Berry and Parasuraman., 1988). 

In the modern era of the Hospitality industry the buzzword to combine all the above factors of 

expressive services is “Internet of Things”. Adopting IOT is one of the major game changer in 

the hospitality business that helps in creating a bridge between the digital and real world 

(Mercan, S., Cain, L., Akkaya, K., Cebe, M., Uluagac, S., Alonso, M. and Cobanoglu, C., 2020.) The 

hospitality industry has the major advantage in reaping the benefits of the IOT trend. 

Customer focus, being the key pillar of the service industry can be improved to a greater 

extent, by increasing the efficiency and personalization of services through IOT devices. 

According to Hoffman and Bateson, (2001), improved innovative services are the major 

components in gaining market share and bringing more new customers to the hotel. Modern 

era customers are demanding more personalized service experience and the focus is shifting 

to “experience-oriented, co-created and demand-based consumption from an always-on 

service typology” (Gretzel et al., 2015). 
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In order to understand the consumer conversion towards the IOT devices from conventional 

methods of hospitality industry, we need to understand the following theories which support 

the consumer ability to adapt for the changing environment. TAM is one of the most significant 

models for examining the driving forces behind an individual`s intention to use a new 

technology. Perceived usefulness is essential if a hotel`s technology is to be adopted. The belief 

being that users will adopt technologies that they perceive to be useful for what they want to 

do. Perceived ease of use is the degree of effort that the user believes required to operate a 

system. If a technology is difficult to use, customers may choose to avoid it. TAM suggests  

that a positive attitude towards technology increases the intentions to use the technology 

(Zhang, T., 2020). 

 
Jones, 2008, identified five primary operation management theories that underpin hospitality 

IT adoption and implementation. They are, 

 Process Choice: This theory explains about the “independent and unique processes” 

that are most required to produce the desired product or service for a targeted market. 

 Swift and Even flow: It states that, the efficiency and productivity of a process depends 

upon the smoothness and swiftness of the service flow in the process (Schmenner and 

Swink, 1998). 

 Lean Manufacturing: Reduction of waste increases the overall productivity of the 

process.  

 Performance Frontiers: It is used to assess the summation of the capabilities of each 

processes and products to identify the peak in performance standards. (Schmenner 

and Swink, 1998). 

 Service Experience: It discusses about how customers are players who respond and 

react to the service experience observed by them. 

 
Literature Review 

The term Technology Acceptance Model was first coined by Davis in 1989 (F.D. Davis., 1989), 

which explains the behavioral intention of a user to try new technological innovations. It is 

based upon the “Theory of Reasoned Action” (M. Fishbein, I. Ajzen.,1975) a psychological 

theory that explains human behavior. TAM uses two primary variables, perceived ease of use 

and perceived usefulness and one dependent variable which is behavioral intention and all the 

variables are closely related to the fact behavioral intention. The technology acceptance model 

is proved to be a powerful and robust model and is shown to be a “complete mediating” model 

(King, W.R. and He, J., 2006).Basis many tests conducted, it is a proven fact that perceived 

usefulness has been a major factor in deciding the usage intentions. The other primary 

variable, “perceived ease of use” has shown to have a less significant effect on purchase 

intentions basis the studies conducted. Further studies on this variable will provide us with 

better understanding that will give a positive effect on the acceptance and usage of new 

technologies (Davis, F.D. and Venkatesh. V, 1996). 
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An extension to the original TAM model is proposed as the existing model with two primary 

variables has a shortfall in explaining the behaviour of the users towards emerging new traits 

in technology. Therefore the user perception towards additional variables like, service cost, 

accessibility of service and demographic variables like marital status are considered in the 

extended TAM model. Other variables like perception towards, connectivity, security, trust, 

reliability are also considered in the extended TAM model (Fonchamnyo, D.C., 2013).The 

“Theory of Reasoned Action” is used to understand their relationship between a user`s 

behaviour based on already existing attitude and intentions. It provides a relationship 

between human behaviour and human attitude (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1967). TRA states that “a 

person`s intention to perform behaviour is the main predictor of whether or not they actually 

perform that behaviour. The intention to perform behaviour precedes the actual behaviour”. 

TRA states that intentions and effort and directly proportional and increased intentions 

increase the odds of the behaviour to be performed (I. Ajzen and M. Fishbein., 1980).The 

“Theory of Planned Behaviour” is further advancement to the theory of reasoned action (Ajzen 

& Fishbein, 1980; Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). Basis this theory, performance behaviour is a union 

of intentions and perceived behaviour control. It speaks about three independent factors of 

intention. The first is “behavioural attitude”, the second is “subjective norm” which is a social 

factor and the third is “degree of perceived behavioural control” which is basis past 

experiences (I. Ajzen and M. Fishbein., 1980). 

 
The term “Internet of Things” refers to the process of networking regularly used objects to 

make them capable of mind reading and being traceable on the internet (Butler, D. 2020, 

Biddlecombe, E., 2009, Dodson, S., 2008, Gershenfeld, N., Krikorian, R. and Cohen, D., 2004, 

Lombreglia, R., 2010, Reinhardt, A., 2004). Most existing content in the IOT is basis 

programmed RFID tags and internet protocol addresses that are linked into an “Electronic 

product code network” (Graham, M. and Haarstad, H.,2011).Usage of IOT devices is already 

growing at a faster pace and will continue to grow on an even faster magnitude. The total 

number of networked devices is expected to grow from 10billion in 2013 to a range from 

19billion to 40billion devices in 2019. The economic impact of these devices generate around 

2.7 trillion to 14.4trillion in business value by the year 2025 (Thierer, A. and Castillo, A., 2015). 

 A study by CISCO predicts that the number of devices that are connected and 

communicating will be around 40billion devices 

 It is estimated by ABI research that around 35billion devices will be networked and 

working by 2019 

 IDC projects that 212 billion devices will be networked and working by 2020 and 15% 

of the devices will be in operating condition by the beginning of 2021 

 An estimate by Business Insider Intelligence says that 23.4 billion devices will be 

operational by 2019 and most of the adaptation will be in manufacturing industry 
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 Research by Gartner indicates that 19billion devices will be in operation by 2019 and 

25billion operable devices in 2020.  
 

Basis a study conducted by Market Research Future “Global connected IOT devices market 

information by components, Deployment, Application and Region – forecast to 2027, the 

market is predicted to grow at a CAGR of 19% in the forecast period 2020- 2027” 

(MRFR/SEM/3350-HCR / 2021) 
 

IOT devices are used for various different applications in the hospitality industry. It is mainly 

due to the fact that it helps in improved customer experience (Bilgihan et al., 2011), helps in 

property and facility management (Sklyar and Kharchenko, 2018), increases the aspects of 

security (Rigoli, 2017) and real time decision making enabled through data analysis (Aluri, 

2015), all of which giving a competitive advantage with high revenue and low cost for the 

property (Bilgihan et al., 2011).Hotels mainly rely on IT to cope up with the demands of 

customers who demand improved technologies to keep up with the fast lifestyle but having a 

home style stay. Hotels are ready to adopt IOT devices to cater to various needs of the 

customers and also with the day to  day activities of managing the property. An assortment 

of devices like the TV, curtains, thermostat, coffeemaker, phones and lights can be controlled 

by a tablet by the room guest. Food and beverages – dining industry can also have positive 

benefits from IOt devices basis the model, location, size and turnover (Sharma, 2019). A well 

networked restaurant management system can connect all the nodes like, customers, kitchen 

staff and managers and also can provide real time data about the efficiency of service (Mercan, 

S., Cain, L., Akkaya, K., Cebe, M., Uluagac, S., Alonso, M. and Cobanoglu, C., 2020.). 

 
Based on extant literature review we propose following Hypothesis:  

Table 1 Table Showing Proposed Hypothesis 

H.# Proposed Hypothesis 

H1 
Sentiment Score of positive word of mouth has a direct positive influence on 

Purchase intention of IoT enabled hotel rooms 

H2 
Sentiment Score of brand image has a direct positive influence on Purchase 

intention of IoT enabled hotel rooms 

H3 
Sentiment score of scenario explanation about IoT hotels has a direct positive 

influence on purchase intention of IoT enabled hotels. 

H4 
Technological familiarity is having a direct positive influence on Purchase 

intention of IoT enabled hotel rooms 

H5 
Perceived Importance of IoT Enabled devices will have a positive influence on 

Purchase intention of IoT enabled hotel rooms 

H6 Trust has a positive influence on Purchase intention of IoT enabled hotel rooms. 

Also the drivers of purchase like, experience sharing, top of the mind awareness, personal 

story, trust, sense of premium ness, brand advocacy, familiarity with the technical aspects and 

trust are used to derive the results of the hypothesis in this article.  
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Research Methodology 

Research Design 

A questionnaire survey method was followed in this research. We followed snowball sampling 

method to collect responses. A questionnaire survey link was created and the responses were 

recorded electronically. The collected data was analyzed with the help of “sentimentr” package 

in R-statistical programming language. We used Classification and Regression tree and 

Random Forest to identify the important predictor variables for purchase intention of IoT 

enabled Smart Hotel rooms 

 
Table 2 Table Explaining Research Methodology 

Type of research/study Exploratory 

Sample size 60 

Sampling method Snowball sampling method 

Data collection method Questionnaire interview method 

Type of data Primary data 

Survey instrument Questionnaire 

Data analysis method 
Correlation, word cloud analysis , simple graphical 

representation, sentiment analysis 

Tool used for data analytics Cart, 

 

Results 

What is the First Word that Comes to your Mind when you Hear the Word "5 Star Hotel " 

 
 
When the young adults were asked about the words that come to the top of the mind of the 

potential consumers when they think about a “5 Star Accommodation”. In general, an 

accommodation that provides flawless guest service in a top class state-of-the art facility. It 

provides premium dining options and personalized services to its guests. There are certain 

traits that are pre-determined and are put forth to the consumers, which are much associated 

with the five star accommodations. Words such as, luxury, property value, cost of stay, service 
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levels, experience levels, and the overall ambience are ranked by the consumers. As a result of 

the study, Luxury becomes an important trait that comes to the mind of the consumer when 

they speak about a five star accommodation. Hotel, value and costly came next in the result as 

the second top of the mind trait. Therefore, when policy makers and managers design IoT 

enabled hotels, they shall promote luxury as an inbuilt advertisement strategy. At the same 

time cost of the IoT enabled hotels act as a hidden barrier in their decision making. The brand 

managers and policy makers can identify a sweet spot tradeoff between luxury and cost before 

implementing IoT in 5 star hotels.  

 
How would you Describe the Hotel Brand to a Friend? 

 
 
When the young adults were asked about the attributes of a hotel and how would they 

describe the service to their friends and relatives “Good, Place, Stay, Service, Value for Money, 

Food” came to their mind. Therefore, if the Luxury hotels want to increase their brand 

advocacy, they need to concentrate on the above-mentioned terms to enhance user experience 

and positive word of mouth. of service quality and ambience of the property. These attributes 

help increase the Brand perception and Brand image of the hotel chain. The significance of 

these attributes is that these are the features that help the property to stand out among the 

competition and provide a unique USP for the Brand. These attributes act as a pull factor and 

enable the property for customer retention and also makes these customers as brand 

ambassadors, who through word of mouth communication, advocate for the Brand amongst 

other peers.  

 

 

Scenario  

All hotels go through certain processes when they are in-taking a guest, throughout the stay of 

the guest and checking out the guest. The process of checking-in into a property might start 

with greeting the guest followed by collecting the necessary documents for checking in, billing 
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details, security proofs and end with providing the key to the guest. Services to the guest 

inside may vary according to the preferences of the customer. Basic amenities include lighting, 

room temperature control, window curtains, bath room lighting and maintaining the running 

water temperature. Also certain properties provide in room mini bars which also needs a 

certain level of maintenance. Augmented services include in the rooms are, light music, mood 

based lighting and also changes in the contrast of the window panes according to lighting. 

Other additional services are setting up the bed temperatures, in room saunas and even a 

wakeup call with specialized message. Checking out is also a process where the property 

needs to clear bills for all availed services in the room and also has to check the room for any 

tampering or damages. This is also inclusive of the products used from that of the minibar and 

snacks for sale in rooms. All the above processes are tedious, need man power, time 

consuming and are prone to mistakes. This also will lead to a sense of irritability and 

dissatisfaction among the consumer. A consumer in this new fast lane era needs a hassle free 

stay with a home style accommodation. 

 

 
 
IOT devices may help solve all the above issues and will also help in getting the processes 

completed in fraction of time when compared to a human. RFID tags in cars may help in the ID 

process and initiating check in process even before the consumer enters the property. Face 

recognition devices might help in checking in and starting the billing process while the 

consumer enters the reception area. QR codes can be used instead of actual keys for the rooms. 

IOT devices which are similar to ALEXA can be used to control all the activities inside the room 

by voice commands. Also this can be done on an APP based platform also. Checking out can be 

initiated using a simple voice command or just a push of a button. Payments can be done 

through online payment gateways. This is how much IOT devices can simplify the processes in 

an accommodation and the added advantage is that the preferences can be stored in a cloud 

and can be accessed the next time the customer visits the same property. The above attributes 

are described to be issues that create hurdles in a stay by the respondents when a story-based 

scenario is given and basis that further computing is done.  
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Correlation 

 
 

 
 
A correlation analysis is done among the major indices of the study basis their sentiment 

scores and the latent variables in the study. The major sentiments analyzed are 

communication from friend, Image associated with the property, Experience story from peers 

and Top of the Mind Awareness score. Latent variables that are correlated are, Trust, 

Importance of IOT, Price premium, Familiarity with technology, Perceived Value average, 

Brand advocacy among friends and Intention to purchase IOT devices or related services. The 

results of correlation analysis indicated a positive correlation among the indicators like 

perceived value average and trust. Also, there is another positive correlation between 

perceived value average and the intention to purchase IOT devices and related services. The 

overall correlation brought up a weak positive correlation among the traits so that a nonlinear 

test method, CART – Classification and Regression Tree analysis is created.  
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Based on CART analysis, the sentiment score for communication from a friend has the highest 

priority. The next important trait in the tree with high sentiment score is Image associated 

with the property. The other variables are familiarity with technology and experience story 

from peers. 

 
Discussion 

The findings of this study suggest that intention to purchase IoT Enabled Smart Hotel Rooms 

was dependent on positive word of mouth, Brand image,  

 
Table 3 Table Showing Results of CART Analysis 

H.# Proposed Hypothesis 
Supported/ Not 

Supported 

H1 
Sentiment Score of positive word of mouth has a direct positive 

influence on Purchase intention of IoT enabled hotel rooms 
Supported 

H2 
Sentiment Score of brand image has a direct positive influence on 

Purchase intention of IoT enabled hotel rooms 
Supported 

H3 

Sentiment score of scenario explanation about IoT hotels has a 

direct positive influence on purchase intention of IoT enabled 

hotels. 

Supported 

H4 
Technological familiarity is having a direct positive influence on 

Purchase intention of IoT enabled hotel rooms 
Supported 

H5 
Perceived Importance of IoT Enabled devices will have a positive 

influence on Purchase intention of IoT enabled hotel rooms 
Not Supported 

H6 
Trust has a positive influence on Purchase intention of IoT 

enabled hotel rooms. 
Not Supported 

 
These findings suggest that customers consider familiarity towards technology when making 

purchase decisions.  

 
Hence, to enhance purchase intentions of smart hotel rooms the hotel brands should create 

and ways in which such IoT enabled experience will enhance the user experience in a smart 

hotel room. The brand managers of the hotel rooms shall make a short video on how IoT 

enabled devices are used in the hotel and testimonials of the people who experienced such 

technology in smart hotel room. This in turn will enhance the technological awareness and will 

improvise the purchase intention of the smart hotel rooms. The hospitality industry is a 

stupendous choice for implementing several smart technologies like IoT devises, Face 

Recognition, Live Video Call with front desk representatives, smart applications etc., These 

technologies shall be tested on a trial basis in the hotel rooms and experience of the patrons 

staying in the hotel rooms shall be analyzed. The technology that is gathering the attention of 

the patrons should be used for branding and advertising of the smart hotel rooms in the future 
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and this in turn will attract more business to the hotels. Alternatively, the managers of the 

Hotel rooms shall provide the smart devices as an add on feature in the hotel rooms and 

charge a premium price for such innovative technology. During initial days, the managers shall 

target the business class travelers and executives who are visiting their hotels for business 

trip. The managers shall also provide such smart hotel rooms for their loyal customers for the 

loyalty points. Once the existing customers uses the IoT enabled smart hotel rooms then there 

are high chances for a repeat purchase.  

 
Scope for Further Research, Limitation and Conclusion 

The present study was conducted as questionnaire survey method, in future the researchers 

shall conduct a field experiment by physically visiting the smart hotel rooms and conducting 

such field experiments in the hotel rooms itself. This field experiment will reveal some other 

hidden factors that influence purchase intention of the smart hotel rooms. Lastly, this research 

was conducted in India and different results could be obtained in other countries due to 

market, social, and cultural differences (Flight et al., 2003). Future studies should further 

explore the interaction effect of other variables in the proposed path model and how diverse 

types of marketing communications for smart hotel rooms might influence consumers’ 

purchase intention. The research study helped in theory building and connected the existing 

marketing theory with the current practices. As the hotel industry is shifting from traditional 

methods to IoT enabled smart hotel rooms it is the right time to investigate the consumer 

behavior and purchase decisions. This research made an attempt to understand the factors 

that influence the consumers purchase intention towards IoT enabled smart hotel rooms. 
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Spillover Effects of COVID-19 on Global Financial Markets
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Abstract
This paper aims to explore the impact of COVID-19 pandemic on the returns of global stock
market. We empirically analyze the stock markets returns of selected countries. Additionally, we
analyzed the influence of daily cases and deaths due to COVID-19. Our empirical results show (I)
the impact of COVID-19 on the global stock market has a spill-over effect of Asian countries (II)
COVID-19 deaths affected returns on the stock market as the pandemic spread.

Keywords: COVID-19, Spill-Over Effects, Stock Market Correlation, Stock Market Indices

IntroductionIn this paper we study the impact of COVID-19 pandemic on the global stock market. OnDecember 31, 2019, Chinese officials reported pneumonia cases in Wuhan City, HubeiProvince, China, with an unknown aetiology to the World Health Organization (WHO)(WHO, 2020). On 30 January2020, the WHO declared the COVID-19 outbreak a publichealth emergency of international concern (PHEIC), and on 11 March2020, it wasdeclared a pandemic (WHO, 2020). The outbreak is a major threat to destabilise the globaleconomy. The stock markets fell globally on 24 February, 2020 due to a significant rise inthe number ofCOVID-19 cases outside China. On 27 February, 2020 the U.S. stock indexesposted their sharpest drop since2008, with the Dow falling 1,191 points (the largestsingle-day drop since the global financial crisis of 2007–08) and all three major indexesfalling the week down more than 10 percent due to the full-blown crisis of the coronavirus out break (WSJ,2020). Globally stock market plunged again due to aggravatingCOVID-19 crisis, the sharpest decline being on16March.Many opined for a globaleconomic recession likely to follow (BBC,2020). In the case of COVID-19, the excessive useof precaution methods like travel ban discourages people from going to commercialspaces or public places and contributes to economic depression (Robert etal., 2020). Theimpact of lock down on economic activities’ can be annihilated into two parts.  The spreadof COVID-19 and frequent lock down by the government local COVID -19 infections led toworking abstaining due to home isolation or caring sick family members. The systematiclock down during the initial days of disease spread brought a behavioral change in thepopulation, and people started to refrain from going to commercial space and buntingtheir movement. The later had derided the economic activity. (Oliver et al., 2020).Theimpact on returns can be attributed to the disruptions of the international supply chain.
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The impact of disruption in the supply chain was a leading contributor in the economiccontraction, but it ceased to be the leading cause since late February (Scottetal.2020).Theavailability of the information on the 2008 crises guided the investor store structure theport folio, shifting from losing stacks to winning stocks (Azimli, 2020).Interestingly, the Chinese stock markets were not impacted as expected as the COVID-19outbreak started in China. The stock market across the American and European nationswitnessed crashes at the stage when the pandemic did not spread in those countries. Itcan be implied that the American and European stock exchanges dropped due to spilloverfrom the Asian countries (He et al.,  2020). An increase in the cases played a crucial role inimpacts the returns of the stock market. Negative sentiments in the investors facilitatedthe spillover of the corona pandemic across the stock markets (Liu et al., 2020).Theannouncement of social distancing followed by the closure of public places and travel canhurt the stock market; economic relief packages to households had a weak positive impacton stock market returns. The government’s swift actions to contain the pandemic hadappositive impact on the stock market returns (Ashraf,2020).
Hypothesis 1: There is a negative impact on the stock indices of the seriously affectedcountries.
Hypothesis 2: The Asian countries’ spillover effects have dragged the returns on globalstock in dices during the initial spread of COVID-19.
Data and methodology
A. Data DescriptionTo study the impact of the COVID-19 on returns of stock markets, we have compiled thedata-set of the returns of selected global indices for the top ten countries affected by theCOVID-19 Pandemic, namely China, the United States of America, the United Kingdom,India, Italy,  Spain,  France,  South  Korea,  and  Germany along with Japan.   We took thesample period from 1 January 2015 till 20 August 2020 for the bench mark indices. Fordata related to the COVID-19 daily cases and daily deaths, we took the sample period from31January 2020 till 20 August 2020. We have 19509 observations for this study. For thedata regarding the daily returns on global indices, we used the data provided by YahooFinance. For data regarding the COVID-19 spread, we use the Our World in Data (https:
//ourworldindata.org/corona virus).
A.I MethodologyConsidering the variations in time difference between the outbreak and mitigationprocess in China and that in the world, it is unlikely to segregate the stages into a uniformtime line and distinguish its actual impact on other stock markets. Since the pandemic isstill spreading, we can only base our empirical research on the assigned time line’s outbreak stage. The entire period of study is divided into several sub-periods to examine the
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impact of COVID-19.This duration of these phases varies across the countries, Table 1. Westudied the correlations between the returns on the SP 500 and the other nine stockindices in the study. We compared the historical correlation with the correlation for sixmonths, succeeding in detecting the first corona case in the respective countries. We havealso run bi variate regression between returns on indices and COVID-19 daily cases anddaily deaths. The model has the following specification:= + ( ) + (1)= + ( ) + (2)In the model, Return is the daily return on the global market indices; α is the co-efficient,COVID and COVID is the independent variable, and is the error term.
Results and DiscussionsAs of now, we can study the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on very short terms andthe short term. The very short-term impact is assessed by studying stock index returns forone month since the day of the first COVID-19 case detection. Contrarily, we assessed thestock market index returns for up to six months since the first case of corona infection forstudying the short-term impact. Figure 1 shows the volatility in returns on the respectiveglobal indices during 31 December 2019 to 20 August 2020.

Figure 1 Returns (%) on global indices in study

This section will explain the statistical results obtained by the correlation of returnsbetween the SP 500 and the selected market index. We have also done the bi variateregression to analyze COVID-19 deaths and cases on the stock market index returns.Table1 Panel B show that historically, the correlation between the SP 500 and the selected
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global index in the study was weak to moderate. Within one month of corona casedetection, we observe that the correlation between the SP 500 and the selected globalindex in the study increased from their historical measures. The returns on CAC40 andDAX were moderately correlated with the SP 500.Nevertheless, within the months ofdetection of the COVID-19 case, the correlation increased and became strongly correlatedwith the SP 500. The correlation dropped significantly in the second month from strong toweak. From third months onward, the correlations restored to near about its historicvalue suggesting the impact on return was of very short terms because, within threemonths, the correlations of returns have stared receding the previous level.  The returnson KOSPI and SSE composite were weakly correlated with the SP 500.  However, withinthe months of detection of the COVID-19 case, the correlation increased and becamemoderately correlated with the SP 500.Thecorrelation of returns on KOSPI continued tobe moderate until the second month. From third months onward, the correlation restoredto near about its historic value suggesting the impact on return was of very short termsbecause, after two months, the correlations of returns have stared receding the previouslevel. However, for the SSE composite, the uncertainty in correlation still suggests thereturns on SSE composite have been impacted in the short term. The returns on NIFTY 50and Nikkei 225 were weakly correlated with the SP 500. Never the less, within a month ofdetection of COVID-19 cases, the correlation decreased, and weakly correlated with the SP500. The correlation of returns on NIFTY 50 and Nikkei 225 continued to be weakthroughout the study. One crucial and unique observation is that the correlationbetween the Nikkei225 and SP 500 changed from the weak positive to weak negative inthe very short term. An impact on both very short term and short term is observed on theNIFTY 50 and Nikkei 225. Returns on FTSE 100FTSEMIB were weakly correlatedwith the returns on SP500. The impact was very short term impact led to a decrease incorrelation. However, from second months onward, the correlation has uncasedsignificantly, and now the correlation has changed to moderate form weak in the shortterm.IBEX35 was moderately correlated with the returns on S9500.  The correlationincreased for the very short term and became strongly correlated with in two monthsfrom then onwards. The correlation is decreasing gradually and receding to its previouslevel, suggesting an impact very short term.To Support our Statistical analysis, we ran two bi-variate regressions to visualize theimpact of COVID-19deaths and cases on different global indices. The results are recordedin Tables 2 and 3. Table 2 shows bi variate regressions between returns of global indicesand COVID-19 deaths in the respective country. We find that most indices’ returns arepositively and significantly related to COVID-19 deaths in their country. For IBEX35,the returns were negatively and significantly related to the COVID-19 deaths in Spain.In Germany, Italy, Japan, UK, and the USA, zero death was reported during the firstmonth of COVID-19 Spread. The returns on SSE composite, and NIFTY 50, werenegatively related to theCOVID-19 deaths in the respective countries on the very
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short term. In the short-term, the returns on the SSE composite and NIFTY 50 arepositively related. Table 3 shows the bi variate regression results between global indexreturns and COVID-19 cases in respective countries. We find that the indices’ returnsare positively and negatively related to the number of COVID-19cases at differentStages of study. For the returns on SSE composite, FISE MIB, Nikkei225, and FTSE100, theCOVID-19 cases have significant relation during the early or late phase ofCOVID-19 Spread. The return on DAX is positively related to the number of COVID-19cases in Germany.
ConclusionThis paper presents a statistical analysis of the COVID-19 pandemic impact on the stockmarket. The financial markets have seen a melodramatic movement on an unprecedentedscale.  The risks in the global financial market have increased extensively in response tothe pandemic.  During the early phase of the COVID-19 outbreak, the Asian countries’spillover effects significantly impacted European and American indices’ returns. Thecasualties in the respective countries significantly impact individual stock marketreactions. The pandemic’s great uncertainty and its associated economic losses havecaused markets to become highly volatile and unpredictable. The future work shouldfocus on identifying the assets classes or stocks or financial markets which showedcomparative resilience to the COVID19 crisis.
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Appendix
Table 1 Summary Statistics and Correlations among Returns on

Global Indices During Pre COVID-19 Period and During COVID-19

Table 2 Bi-variate Regression (Independent Variable: COVID-19 Deaths)This table shows the bi-variate relationship between returns of different global indices andCOVID-19 deaths.
vars N mean sd median N mean sd median
CAC40 217 -0.18 1.36 -0.1 1257 0.01 0.81 0.04
DAX 217 -0.11 1.32 -0.05 1257 -0.07 0.75 0
FTSE100 217 -0.13 2.16 0.06 1257 0.02 0.87 0.04
FTSE MIB 217 -0.18 2.13 -0.05 1257 -0.03 1.15 0.01
IBEX35 217 -0.3 1.48 -0.18 1257 -0.05 0.91 -0.01
KOSPI 217 -0.02 1.6 -0.13 1257 -0.04 0.63 -0.05
NIFTY50 217 -0.04 2.06 -0.12 1257 -0.08 0.73 -0.07
Nikkei225 217 -0.16 1.31 -0.16 1257 -0.01 0.85 0
SP500 217 -0.06 1.63 0.12 1257 0.01 0.74 0.03
SSE composite 217 0.06 1.19 0.1 1257 0.13 1.29 0.14

CAC 40 DAX FTSE 100 FTSE MIB IBEX 35 KOSPI NIFTY 50 Nikkei 225 SSE compo
5- years pre-covid0.391 0.444 0.245 0.027 0.366 0.154 0.152 0.173 0.117
During COVID-19
1-Month 0.642 0.757 0.191 0.224 0.354 0.495 0.082 -0.116 0.385
2-Month 0.233 0.303 0.553 0.648 0.542 0.445 0.301 0.11 0.148
3-Month 0.354 0.326 0.5 0.632 0.47 0.203 0.281 0.223 0.384
4-Month 0.345 0.316 0.477 0.599 0.419 0.183 0.249 0.236 0.365
5-Month 0.356 0.355 0.461 0.595 0.449 0.151 0.217 0.237 0.32
6-Month 0.363 0.362 0.449 0.591 0.43 0.14 0.205 0.198 0.274

Panel B: Correlation between S&P 500 and global indices.

Panel A: Sumary statstics of return on global indices pre-COVID19 and during COVID-19
31 Dec 2019 - 20 Aug 2020  02 Jan 2015 - 30 Dec 2019
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Table 3 Bi-variate Regression (Independent Variable: COVID-19 Cases)This table shows the bi variate relationship between returns of different global indices andCOVID-19 cases.
Coef. t-values Coef. t-values

SSE 1M -0.001*** -5.129 Nikkei225 1M -0.048 -0.849
SSE 2M 0.0004 0.635 Nikkei225 2M -0.043*** -6.195
SSE 3M 0.0004 0.526 Nikkei225 3M 0.0002 0.206
SSE 4M 0.0004 0.587 Nikkei225 4M 0.001 1.593
SSE 5M 0.0004 0.656 Nikkei225 5M 0.001 1.278
SSE 6M 0.0002 0.389 Nikkei225 6M 0.001 1.284

CAC40 1M 0.044 0.347 KOSPI 1M -0.037 -1.337
CAC40 2M 0.0003 1.107 KOSPI 2M -0.001 -0.708
CAC40 3M 0.0002 0.178 KOSPI 3M -0.001 -1.089
CAC40 4M -0.0001 -0.146 KOSPI 4M -0.001 -1.201
CAC40 5M -0.0001 -0.797 KOSPI 5M -0.001 -1.34
CAC40 6M -0.0001 -1.026 KOSPI 6M -0.001 -1.376

DAX 1M 0.009 0.244 IBEX35 1M -0.017 -1.335
DAX 2M 0.0002 1.298 IBEX35 2M 0.0004 0.427
DAX 3M 0.0001 1.48 IBEX35 3M 0.001 0.88
DAX 4M 0.0001 0.888 IBEX35 4M 0.0002 0.366
DAX 5M 0.0003 0.507 IBEX35 5M -0.0001 -0.193
DAX 6M 0.0003 0.436 IBEX35 6M -0.0002 -0.291

NIFTY50  1M 0.347 0.794 FTSE100 1M -0.045 -0.817
NIFTY50  2M -0.0003 -0.262 FTSE100 2M 0.0002 0.486
NIFTY50  3M -0.0001 -0.181 FTSE100 3M 0.0002 1.991
NIFTY50  4M -0.0001 -0.066 FTSE100  4M 0.0003** 2.661
NIFTY50  5M 0.0001 1.1 FTSE100 5M 0.0002* 2.553
NIFTY50  6M 0.0001 0.736 FTSE100 6M 0.0002* 2.588

FTSE MIB  1M -0.004* -1.884 SP500 1M -0.133 -0.839
FTSE MIB  2M 0.0002 0.792 SP500 2M -0.001 -1.311
FTSE MIB  3M 0.0001 0.691 SP500 3M 0.0001 0.324
FTSE MIB  4M 0.0003 0.24 SP500 4M 0.0001 0.77
FTSE MIB  5M -0.0003 -0.266 SP500 5M 0.0001 0.906
FTSE MIB  6M -0.0004 -0.384 SP500 6M 0.0001 0.733

## Dependent variable nomenclature - name of index month.

Bivariate regression (Independent variable: COVID-19 cases)

Dependent
variable

Returns Dependent
variable

Returns

Note:

# ∗p< 0.1; ∗∗p< 0.05; ∗∗∗p< 0.01
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Villages of West Bengal
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Abstract
Indian festivals are mostly based on culture, religion and season. Durga Puja is celebrated in
West Bengal, and many other north-eastern states during autumn. It is also celebrated all over
India mainly by the migrant population from these states. This auspicious festival has several
dimensions. Besides worshipping mother Durga for prosperity and well being, people of West
Bengal like to be with their families and friends for ten days of this grand festival. Not only in
Kolkata and big cities but this festival is celebrated in rural Bengal with all the traditional values
and rituals. However, there is something unique about many of these village Durga puja festivals.
Many of them are traditional and have been celebrated for many hundred years and have become
family traditions over the centuries. These pujas often pre-date their city counterparts by decades
and have enormous historical, cultural, and ethnic value as they are celebrated with close
adherence with traditional rituals. They evoke feelings and emotions that are closely tied to our
cultural ethos. In recent years, people from the cities and other states are observed to make
special effort to visit these village pujas and take part in them. This is being exploited by West
Bengal Tourism and other private operators who try to fulfil their dream by offering various tour
plans to take them to centuries old family Durga pujas in Bengal. This paper tries to explore
different packages, services offered, and prices charged for such tour services. The main objective
of this research is to understand how these tour plans can help the tourism industry to penetrate
into rural West Bengal. A case study of a traditional family Durga puja in Dasghara village of
Hoogly district in West Bengal, celebrating Durga puja over more than four hundred years will be
used to highlight points which can help to develop tour plans and encourage tourists from urban
India to visit rural Bengal.

Keywords: Durga Puja, Festival, Tourism and Tour Plans

IntroductionDurga Puja is the biggest and the most important grand festival of art, culture, and religion inWest Bengal, celebrated every year during autumn. As per British Council report, published in theHindu (Singh, 2021) based on a survey, the festival contributes 2.58% of West Bengal’s GDP andcreative activities involved in Durga puja and creates income of about Rs.32,377 crore. It isbelieved that Mother Durga comes back to her father’s house with her children only duringthis period every year. Arrival of the Mother carries messages like ending all negative energiesand bringing prosperity, happiness, and peace on earth. People of Bengal eagerly wait for thewhole year for this festival. Irrespective of their economic conditions, people of Bengal buyand wear new clothes, visit puja mandap (pandal), offer anjali (prayer), and spend time with
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family and friends during Durga puja. This ten-days festival starts on Mahalaya(1st day), theday all forefathers are remembered and given respect. Actual celebration starts on Sashti (6thday) and continues till Dashami (10th day). Whether in urban or rural Bengal, almosteverybody gets involved in the puja for these five days irrespective of their cast, religion oreconomic status. Not only do pujas in Kolkata and urban Bengal attract a huge number ofvisitors from outside cities and state, but distinguishing features of rural pujas attract visitorstoo. People living in cities and towns often prefer to enjoy different ambience amid nature andenjoy traditional rituals followed by families while celebrating Durga Puja in their nativevillages. Many such people would like to spend these days of festivities in villages given anopportunity to do so. However, not all of them have direct contacts with families celebratingDurga puja in rural Bengal. They need to depend on state or private tour operators.This paper tries to explore different packages, services offered, and prices charged for suchtour services. The main objective of this research is to understand how these tour plans canhelp the tourism industry to penetrate into rural West Bengal. A case study of a traditionalfamily Durga puja in Dasghara village of Hoogly district in West Bengal, celebrating Durga pujaover more than four hundred years, will be used to highlight points which can help to developtour plans and encourage tourists from urban India to visit rural Bengal, which lacks enoughtourists from urban and foreign lands.
Literature ReviewThis study has reviewed the following research works and tried to find out gaps and indicateareas where relevant research can be carried in near future.McDaniel (2004), focuses on three major forms of Bengali goddess worship and shakti andassesses each shakti through a few parameters in a field work based research and finallydraws a picture of this religious tradition.Bhattacharya (2007), in his paper, focuses on the changes in the rituals of worship of thegoddess Durga over long periods and focusses on need for assessing these changes based onnew parameters.
Basu et al.(2013) identifies the challenges and achievements of The Kolkata Police Force (KPF)to manage situation safely during the Durga Puja festival. The paper assesses the variousstrategies adopted by the KPF to work on challenges successfully.Dala singh et al. (2018) in their paper listed out the different plant species and plant parts thatare used in Durga puja for worshipping of the goddess Durga in Odisha, India.Borah (2011) in her article has focussed on power of Mother Durga (female shakti) who killsasur as(power-seeking deities) and brings back peace to earth.
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Ghosh (2000),focuses on transformation of Durga puja from a family rituals to urban secularone over last 200 years and from a family festival to a public festival.Biswas (2017) focuses on five villages that visitors can go to during Durga puja. These villageswith peaceful environment and are all located within a distance of 300 kilometers fromKolkata.Hussain, P. (2022) focuses on the sacred and secular aspects of rituals and culturalperformances in Durga Puja and describes her childhood memory before and during DurgaPuja days.Singh et al. (2016), in their paper have focussed on development of rural tourism for bringinga positive change in socio-economic condition in rural India. Marketers and entrepreneurswho have already entered into rural tourism are facing several issues while promoting thesame. This paper focused on need, scope and marketing strategies for rural tourism in ruralcontext and finally suggested some solutions.Review of literature reveals that though research has been done on Durga puja festivals fromdifferent aspects but work on tourism related to Durga puja is rare and has not been addressed inthe literature.
Research Design and Methodology
Statement of ProblemPeople of Bengal and outside the state usually like to enjoy puja by visiting pandals withfriends and families. It’s easy to move around in Kolkata and other cities using their ownvehicles or using services of local tour operators. It indicates that celebration of Durga Puja isconnected to local tour operators. These tour services are mostly available in Kolkata undurban cities. Though a few operators have started their operations in rural Bengal to bringvisitors to village pujas but they are not very successful in their business. There is a hugeuntapped market, which can be penetrated by introducing proper tour plans by the tourismindustry.
Objectives of the Study

 To study existing tour plans and services offered by government and private operators.
 To understand factors influencing existing and potential visitors to visit and enjoyDurga puja in rural villages with tour operators.
 To help tour operators to formulate strategies to penetrate into rural West Bengal tofacilitate more people to visit rural pujas, thus bringing about the development oftourism industry.
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Scope of the StudyThis study has considered existing and potential visitors who visit and enjoy Durga Puja inrural villages, with reference to a case study and the tour operators operating in rural Bengal.Time period considered for this study is October - December 2021.
MethodologyThis study has explored existing tour packages offered by West Bengal Tourism DevelopmentCorporation and private tour operators. Data was collected from internet sources and throughtelephonic conversation with few existing tour operators to understand services offered andchallenges faced by them.An online survey was also conducted to identify factors influencing the Preference for VillageDurga Pujas (PVDP) of rural Bengal and to understand the causal relationship betweenPreference for Village Durga Pujas and development of tourism industry(DTI).A total of 140people were considered for this survey. A case study of a traditional Basu family’s Durga pujain Dasghara village of Hoogly district in West Bengal, celebrating Durga puja over more thanfour hundred years have been discussed and views and suggestions have been collected fromvisitors and devotees who visited during the 2021 Durga puja in Dasghara village. Informationhas been collected from prospective visitors and host who are involved in celebration of thismega festival. Collected data has been analysed using statistical tools.
Limitations of StudyThe study has been conducted in during 2021 for a short period among only 140 visitors andonly one case study has been considered. Moreover, this is time which was between twowaves of the COVID pandemic.
Results and FindingsThis study explored different tour packages offered by West Bengal Tourism and privateoperators during Durga Puja. Popular packages are found for puja parikrama (visit) in Kolkataand nearby areas. They take visitors to reputed pandals, pujas with highly appreciated themes,and family pujas (with puja of erstwhile aristocrat families known as Bonedi puja), andcommunity pujas (known as Barowari pujas). Besides visit to Pujas in Kolkata, it was foundthat only a few tour operators have tour plans for taking visitors to famous Durga pujas inrural areas.i) West Bengal Tourism Development Corporation (WBTDC): A government of WestBengal undertaking, arranges tours named Sarodot sav (2015) to outskirts of Kolkataand take devotees to Hoogly, Burdwan, Birbhum, Bishnupur, Murshidabad and otherdistricts.
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ii) West Bengal Transport Corporations (WBTC): WB Transport Department arrangestours named Puja Parikrama (2019) for taking people away from cities to pujas ofsome special and aristocratic houses in rural Bengal. During Durga puja AC buses starttheir journey usually at 07:30 AM from Esplanade Tram Terminus in Kolkata andcomes back on the same day in late evening time. They take care of food and travellingfor the whole day. Tickets need to be bought in advance to reserve seats in the tourbus.iii) Mercury Travels: One of the well-known operators in West Bengal is MercuryTravels. They organize tours named Gram Banglar(Rural Bengal)Durga PujaParikrama. It is observed that packages offered by them usually include tour by ACcoach, guides, food, lodging in villages, visit to royal families Durga Puja in differentdistricts and historical places in and around pujas of royal zamindar houses.iv) Tour Travel World. Com: Special trip to visit rural Bengal Durga puja with junglesafari at Sundarban mangrove forests was also offered in a package, which is offeredby TourTravelWorld.Com a tour operator from Kolkata. Packages with different priceranges are available, rates vary based on quality of services and other factors. Visitorscan choose as per their affordability. Usually, 50% of the cost needs to be paid at thetime of booking and the balance 50% before starting the journey. Cancellation policiesand all terms and conditions are clearly mentioned.The following analysis has been done based on data collected from existing and potentialvisitors to rural Durga Puja in West Bengal. Data was collected from 140 respondents.Respondents have expressed their views and include existing and potential visitors.

Figure 1 Gender of Visitors
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Figure 2 Age of RespondentsFigures 1 and 2 above indicate that out of 140 respondents, female respondents are more thanmales and maximum respondents are in the age group of 41 years and 60 years.

Figure 3 Preference for Company

Figure 4 Days Preferred
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Figures 3 and 4 above indicate that maximum (100) respondents have shown interest to go torural puja with their families and again a large number (76) respondents preferred to visit foronly one day.

Figure 5 Preference for Food

Figure 6 Preference for Traditional MealFigures 5 and 6 above indicate that 98 respondents preferred to have non-vegeterian foodand83 people prefferd traditional meal on puja days, which could be non vegeterian too. Itwould be appropritae to pint out that in Bengal, visitors and particpants do eat non-vegetarianfood during some days of the puja.

Figure 7 Preference for Rituals
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Figure 8 Preference to Avoid City CrowdFigures 7 and 8 show that more than 90 people preferred to be in rural Bengal to enjoy ritualsin rural durga puja and more than 100 people prefer to avoid crowded puja pandals in Kolkataand other cities.

Figure 9 Preference for Comfortable Lodging

Figure 10 Preference for Comfortable Travelling

Figures 9 and 10 show majority of respondents prefer to have comfortable travelling andlodging.
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Case StudyBasu family of Dasghara village at Hoogly district in West Bengal has been celebrating DurgaPuja for the last 420 years. Dasghara was a combination of ten villages and was ruled by PalChowd huri Family (Bar Duari Raja or king). Mathuranath Basu from Jessore (Bangladesh)came to this village and married Raj lakhsmi, who was the youngest daughter of Ram NarayanPal Chowdhuri, and settled in Dasghara permanently. He came with his first wife and eightchildren and also brought his family deity Damodar Jiu with him. Paramananda Basu,forefather of Mathuranath started a Durgapuja in their Jessore house in 1601. In 1697 thesame puja was shifted to Dasghara and has continued till date.

Figure 9 Idol in Dasghara (2021) Figure 10 Location of Dasghara

Figure 11 Bhraman MagazineEvery year family members of this family come to village of Dasghara to organise and enjoytheir family puja in the Puja dalan (hall) like their forefathers. Basu family has its own set ofrural people who get involved in this puja as priest, helper, and dhak is (drum players). Thesepeople help to prepare and carry on the festival following traditional rituals. Durga idol, ekchalarthakur (single frame idols), solar saaj(decorated with thermocol) is made in Durga dalanby artists from Chandan Nagar, which takes almost three months. Family members contributeand create a common fund every year for bearing all puja related expenses. They welcomelocal residents from Dasghara and nearby villages to enjoy puja, offer Anjali (prayer) and takeprasad. Durga dalan gate is open for the general public for all five days. Durga puja getsinaugurated on Sasthi with Kalparambha, followed by kala bousnan (bathing the banana
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sapling) on Saptami, Mahaastami on Astami, Mahanavamion Navami puja. Special lunch isoffered to Devi Durga and others and puja is done following Vaishnav culture. On Dashami,family members greet each other, write Durga naam, exchanged sweets after immersion ofidols in the nearby pond named Chnada.Puja committee of Basu family organise cultural functions and social activities which drawattention of visitors who are encouraged to participate. Musical programmes, debate, dramas,drawing competition, and blood donation camps are arranged every year. They receivevisitors from Kolkata, other districts of Bengal, and from abroad. The number of visitors areincreasing every year. Basu family usually arranges breakfast and lunch for their visitors.Keeping in mind the increased number, committee has decided to give contract for food tolocal caterer and to tie up with local transport agencies to facilitate visitors to go and seehistorical places in and around Dasghara village. A Bengali magazine on tourism named
Bhromon(2021) had published an article on history and the current scenario of Basu family’sDurga Puja, which was originally written by one of the senior members of Puja committee ofBasu family. This article drew attention of many people who visited Dasghara village andenjoyed this puja. They were happy and wanted to come back again for longer period duringDurga Puja. Most of them went back withing the single day as proper accommodation was notavailable. They also expressed that their families and friends are interested to visit if propertransport, food, stay, and other facilities are available at fair prices.This case narrates a picture of a traditional family’s Durga Puja in rural Bengal and gives anidea to link Bengal tourism with Durga puja involving tour operators and local people.Now, several major points which emerged from this case study will be analysed below toprovide inputs for formulation of strategies and developing business model for Bengal’s ruraltourism related to Durga puja.1. Dependence on local people for preparation and conducting puja is common. Thesepeople have a specific role to play like priest, helpers and Dhakis. But a good number ofneedy and poor people can be engaged for supporting tour operators. Tour operatorsneed to contact local caterers and hotels/owner of independent houses for arrangingfood and accommodation. This can bring good business to villages and give anopportunity to local people to earn some extra income.2. Cultural programme during evening after sandhyaarati (evening worship with lightedlamps) is another attraction for tourists in villages. Durga puja being a socio-culturalannual event provides platforms for local artist to showcase their talents and nurturethe art and culture of rural Bengal.3. Arranging for local tours for tourists to enjoy the countryside, places with historicalvalues, temples, bank of rivers, small hills and paddy fields will attract more people tovillages. Tour operators can tie up with local rickshaw, autos, to to sand buses to planfor the same.
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4. Lodging through home stay facility or in hotel with some amenities will add a goodhuman touch and feeling of security to visitors. Tour operators need to collect datathrough research for understanding customer’s demand for rooms, wash rooms anddining places and the same should be conveyed to the owner of hotels and homes.Different prices can be charged as per requirement and facilities provided.5. Food plays an important role for any Indian festival. Bhogs (Special traditional lunch)are prepared during Durga Pujas in all these family pujas. Tour operators can contactpuja committee and request them to extend this facility to visitors on a payment basis.6. Enjoying rituals in Durga puja in a family environment is one of the most importantattractions for people preferring to spend Shasthi to Dashami in rural Bengal.
Bodhon(invocation)on Shasti, Nabapatrika Snan (bath of new leaf) on Saptami, Kumari
Puja(worship of girl child)on Astami lighting of 108 lamps at the end of Astami, aratisfollowed by dhunuchi (clay pot burning danceon Astami and Navami, Sindurkhela and
Visharjan followed by greeting with sweets are performed in traditional ways.7. Breaking monotony of city life, it is observed in this research that people aged above40 years have shown more interest to go for rural puja with their families and forlonger period of time. They want to spend their puja and enjoy holidays in lesscrowded and homely environment.

Discussion and ImplicationsIt is observed from the primary and secondary data analysis and above case study that thepreference for rural Durga puja has been on the rise for several reasons. This preference canhelp tourism industry to grow in West Bengal, if nurtured properly. Existing tour operatorshave opportunities to expand their business and new entrants can explore to penetrate inrural market. Tour operators or travel agencies need to understand first their target customerand what they like and dislike. They need to work on feedback or research findings to improvetheir services. There are various elements they need to factor in to make their brand a popularone. Findings of this research will be useful to take decision on different parameters, formulatestrategy and arrange hassle free tours for tourists. Expansion of tourism industry in ruralBengal during Durga puja expected to have a positive implication on socio and economiccondition of local people. This will help indirectly creating more job opportunities to people inthe tourism sector and indirectly to people in villages by involving them in differentsupporting activities to make full fledged tour packages for tourists. Local vendors can havebetter business, if their products are promoted properly. Communication between rural pujaorganisers and tour operators can create better opportunities and bring a positive impact ontourism industry. Though tourism was badly hit during pandemic but as spread of virus wasmore in cities, people preferred to visit villages during festival. This gives an opportunity forthis service sector to be more vibrant and dynamic by offering a set of activities to serve theneeds of visitors for rural Bengal during Durga puja. Travel agencies need to create awarenessamong potential visitors about special features of their packages through social media
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advertisement and websites. Email marketing could be a good option as apart of directmarketing effort, if a proper database is gathered.
ConclusionWest Bengal has a large tourism potential to develop Durga puja-based tourism. Besides thetraditional and cultural attractions which form the main part of attracting reasons of ruralDurga puja, several other attractions play important roles to encourage people to spend theirDurga puja holidays in rural Bengal. This festival is not limited to Bengalis but is celebrated byall communities in West Bengal. Rural Durga Puja can have more tourists from urban Indiaand other countries. Prosperity to West Bengal tourism can be brought through properpromotional activities, tourist friendly infrastructure, usage of digital platforms, coordinationbetween public and private organisations, infusing lot of holiday elements and following allprotocol related to hygiene and safety while taking tourist to rural puja venues. Finally,dynamism of tourism industry focussing on this grand annual festival can create betteropportunities for rural people to live in their own place with better economic condition. Thiswill boost the state’s economy and influence to promote Durga puja based rural tourism.
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Visitors’ Intention to Switch from Tactile Experience to
Phygital Experience Amid Pandemic in Tourism Industry

Pragha

Krantiraditya Dhalmahapatra

Abstract
The tourism industry is continuously evolving due to the emergence of new technologies. The
recent updation of the decade is the integration of physical and digital space which is referred as
phygital. The pandemic seems to have shifted the desires of the tourists from wanting to
experience physically and to experience digitally due to the closure of the boundaries and other
tourist destinations. This paper highlights the major contribution of technology which enhances
the phygital experience of the tourist and makes the tourism industry flourish all through the
year without the seasons affecting them. The factors affecting the switching intention and the
stages of behavioural change are also highlighted, which helps the service providers to analyse
their customer behaviour.

Keywords: Tactile Experience, Phygital Experience, Virtual Experience, Status Quo Bias,
Innovation Diffusion Theory

IntroductionThe development in technologies is not only impacting changes in manufacturing, healthcare,agriculture, textile, and construction but also in the tourism industry. The inquisitiveness toexplore places from the age-old period of using maps and magnetic direction scales to googlemaps has not changed. Tourism is a vital service sector for the growth and development of acountry. It is an important commercial activity that supports growth and demand for otherindustries by generating revenue and employment.Tourist destination and commuting are interdependent factors, whereby only when thevisitors travel to the destination, they can experience the service. But now, with thedevelopment of technology, individuals can experience the place from anywhere at any time.Technology plays a major role in tourism, especially during the COVID pandemic. Thepandemic has created a lot of stress in the lives of the people where they are compelled to stayinside the house amid the restrictions without allowing them to visit the tourist destinations inthe country. Considering the impact of pandemic on tourism sector, covid has boughtunprecedented emergencies in the world especially in tourism sector. Tourism had grown 4
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percent in 2021, yet well below pre-pandemic levels 4 (World Tourism Organization, 2022).The United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) reported by April 20, 2020, allmajor tourist destination will remain closed and travel restrictions will be in place for theseplaces owing to the pandemic situation (World Tourism Organization, 2020). Compared to thesame period in 2019, these restrictions amounted to a loss of nearly US$80 billion in tourismrevenue. Tourism contributes to 10% of global GDP and more than 320 million jobs worldwidepre-pandemic. Post pandemic this has been hugely affected. But the implementation of smarttechnologies in tourism has made the service providers survive in the industry.Smart tourism which uses ICT-based (Information and Communications Technology)solutions makes tourism services, venues, and experiences more accessible. The focus of theSmart tourism is to blur the lines between the physical and the digital world usingtechnologies (Gretzel et al., 2015). The technology advancement in tourism had made theirplans alive by introducing phygital mode of experience in tourism. Current study discussesphygital experience which includes Artificial Intelligence, Big Data Analytics, AugmentedReality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR), is largely used in the tourism sector as a part of Industry4.0. Phygital is a term used to express both physical and digital world of experience of anindividual together. This phygital mode of experience has made the tourist place omnipresent.This phygital has made interaction viable between the tourist and their digital space. Thesetechnologies make the users interact with the virtual world, making their tourists experiencethe tourist places through immersive platforms from the place where they are in (Neuhofer etal., 2014). This pandemic has made the travellers to revisit their tourist plan and to switchfrom tactile interaction to phygital experience. The study focuses on switching intention oftourists from physical experience to phygital experience explained through Status Quo Bias(SQB) and Innovation-Diffusion Theory.The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes literature review and Section3 highlights proposed approach, Section 4 highlights future research, and Section 5 presentsconclusion.
Literature ReviewIndustry 4.0 has marked its presence in the fast moving world where automation and dataexchange take place to create a smarter environment. It promises us a new and developedrevolution in the industry, where advanced techniques using developed technologies areintegrated. It integrates physical environment (physical production) with smart digitaltechnologies. The industry 4.0 has influenced the tourism sector whereby the real and thevirtual environments are brought together to the user’s experience, whereas AR integratesvirtual information to reality, VR builds a completely virtual environment. With thedevelopment of Industry 4.0, tourism has also been integrated with it and has been referred to
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as tourism 4.0. Tourism 4.0 works in tandem with Industry 4.0 which interoperability, realtime data collection, data validation and analysis.
Big Data AnalyticsBDA techniques make it possible to record consumer preferences and analyse market trends.It provides service providers to offer customers personalised experience. Marrese-Taylor etal., (2013) discussed a new method for determining customer preferences for tourismproducts, especially hotels and restaurants, based on online opinions. Tourism sector hasbegun to acknowledge the potential of digital media over travellers' realistic atmosphere.Customers’ expectations are fulfilled through services such as providing the tourists withcustomised experience based on the context and place (Beer et al., 2006). Also using big dataanalytics, the deployment of appropriate adverts for each visitor can increase "click throughrates," and big data analytics can help with this (Rezola et al., 2016).
Artificial IntelligenceAccording to a survey conducted by Tata Consultancy Services (TCS), 85% of travel andhospitality service companies use AI in their operations. Most customers favour self-servicetechnologies to traditional offerings, according to the findings. AI is primarily responsible forthis self-service technology. The tourism industry provides with enormous amount of widedata booking for stays and travels (Guan & Du, 2016). These raw data can be converted andprocessed to gain information and use it in tourism industry for the betterment of thecustomer experience. Facial recognition, which uses AI can be used in airports. Tourists can gothrough airport check-ins and all other station check-ins without having their documentschecked by multiple departments (Chang & Yang, 2008). The application of ArtificialIntelligence in tourism sector helps service providers to customise the experience for theircustomers and to build chat bots.
Virtual RealityThe human mind desires to escape from the real world to travel to anywhere they desire, andvirtual reality (VR) is built upon this. VR has been to the use since a decade where we can see360-degree video content of any location using a head mounted VR device and the live contentof the 360 degrees has also created hype in the market due to its technology, which enablesthe users to interact and navigate resulting in real time simulation. Due to the interaction ofthe content through VR, the virtual experiences provide more effective promotion for themeparks than brochures (Wan et al., 2007). VR environment enables user to experience featureslike visual, aural, and spatial remotely. Creative digital spaces have influenced the human mindto escape from the real world. Many hotels and governments of many developed countrieshave adopted VR in their website for the tourists to have a virtual tour of their place. TheMarriott hotel has launched Virtual Reality Postcards, a virtual travel content platform thatincludes immersive travel stories that accompany a person travelling to a unique location such
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as Beijing's streets or the Andes Mountains. For instance, Time Machine is a hand-held guidewhere audio and visual system are integrated where user can experience the historical places,and virtual reconstruction of any site (Guttentag, 2010).
Augmented RealityAugmented reality (AR) components have made the user to experience the real world throughthe augmented content. The biggest advantage is that there is no physical limitation toexperience destination sports through Augmented Reality. Computer-generated things whichinclude 3-D objects and spatialized audio are used in AR to augment the individual’sperspective of the actual world. The interaction with these entities occurs in real time to offerthe individual with convincing feedback and the appearance of natural interaction. Forexample, standard equipment will be replaced by Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs); insteadof a map, an electronic map with a reliable position sensing mechanism will be used; andguides will be replaced by online access to a data repository with rich multimedia content,spatial data, and other relevant and up-to-date content (Linaza et al., 2008). AR is used tocapture geo location of the user and convert it to context-sensitive information on theirsurroundings. For instance, m Trip, a travel application incorporates augmented reality intocity tours information which includes instructions or ratings of attractions is layered on thedisplay using the smart phone camera viewfinder and varies depending on where the phone ispointed (Luley et al., 2012). Use of technologies like AR and VR changed the way travellers canenjoy the tourist destinations (Buhalis & Law, 2008).
Proposed ApproachThere is a raising number in the number of new entrepreneurs coming up in tourism industry.This is because the service providers are finding out that there is high switching intentionamong the consumers. The customer switching intention from offline to online mode forvarious services is highlighted by customer switching behaviour. There are several theoriesresearchers worked on to explore the importance customer switching behaviour such asmigration theory (Peng et al., 2016), theory of planned behaviour (Farah, 2017), status quobias (Polites & Karahanna, 2012). Status Quo Bias theory explains the factors inhibiting theswitching intention of an individual. There are various factors that might affect the switchingintention of travellers which includes satisfaction, switching cost, influence of peer group andconvenience (Refer Figure 1).If the customers perceive that switching from physical experience to experience a tourist placethrough phygital mode:• Increases their satisfaction, since through phygital mode the information available isabundant and reliable about a destination, then the switching intention is higher.• Decreases their switching cost, where they need not incur any cost on adopting to anew system, then the switching intention is higher.
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• Influence of peer group increases the switching intention.• Increases their convenience on tourism experience by virtually experiencing thedestination from the place they are then the switching intention is higher.
Innovation – Diffusion TheoryWe are adopting this theory to describe the stags of visitor’s switching intention from thephysical experience to the phygital experience. Visitors have to undergo 5 stages of customerswitching behaviour under the umbrella of the proposed approach (Rogers, 1995).
Knowledge – In this stage the individual learns about the innovation that is about the phygitalexperience. The tourist learns about the mechanism of phygital experience.
Persuasion - In this stage the individual learns about the merits and demerits of the newphygital experience in tourism. The peer group affects the individual in switching behaviour inthis stage. They continue to collect and evaluate information from various internet sourcesabout the phygital experience. The knowledge gained about the phygital experience plays avital role in persuasion stage.
Decision – In this stage, the individual accepts or reject the use phygital mode of experience. Ifthere is a trial version on phygital experience, then individuals prefer to opt the trial versionand this experience creates a higher intention to switch behaviour. The individual may alsodecide for active rejection, where the individual first decides to adopt but later declines ordoes passive rejection where the individual directly decides to reject adoption.Communication channels play an important role in deciding to adopt the phygital mode.
Implementation - In this stage, the individual adopts the phygital experience and innovationdecision process ends. However, uncertainty about the new technology of phygital mode ofexperience in tourism may still be a case of dilemma in adopting it as a regular practice.
Confirmation – The decision to adopt as a practice can be reversed if the individual isreceiving conflicting messages on the phygital experience. Thus, the attitude of an individualplays a vital role in this stage.
Future scopeCurrent study identified some of the potential area where significant research anddevelopment can be taken place.• Identifying the scope of VR there are various companies that have come up with newinventions live Google Earth VR, Oculus and ammo from the hydrous.• The future of technology will decide how the tourism industry have to innovatethemselves adapting the physical experience for their customers. The serviceproviders had to adapt this development with thought any delay by understanding the
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customer need by modifying their business model and concentrating on innovationand service co creation for a better memorable experience of their customers.• Future generations growing up with the blending of AR and VR in the day-to-day lifewill perceive the world in a totally different way. Hence, ways to reduce the differencebetween digital and real-world experience has to be analysed and implemented.
ConclusionThis paper concludes that the implementation of Phygital mode of experience in tourismindustry would benefit both the service providers and the customers and the factors that affectthe switching intention. The Innovation-Diffusion Theory has been used to describe thevarious stages of the customer’s switching behaviour. The factors significantly influencing theswitching intention are satisfaction, switching cost, influence of peer group and convenience.The AR and VR devices has been implemented not merely in tourism industry but also in manyfactory workers for their safety in the production process (Dhal mahapatra et al., 2020).The limitation of the current study is that most Industry 4.0 solutions were not designed withthe primary goal of serving the tourism industry in mind. New technology can fascinatevisitors, but some are becoming more aware of their drawbacks after extended use (Li, 2017).Indeed, as the usage and reliance on Tourism 4.0 has grown in travellers experience,significant human-technology interaction concern has been raised, (Weaver & Moyle, 2019),which includes Techno stress, information anxiety, de humanisation and depersonalization oftourist experiences, human rights violations, perceived riskiness of technology use, andeventually the value destruction of tourist experiences are all possible outcomes (Kim & Qu,2014). Pencarelli, (2020) identifies Tourism 4.0's shortcomings, including the lack of anindividual centric and a sustainability aspect, and emphasis on the effectiveness of latestinnovative solutions. The COVID-19 pandemic has increased the rate of technologicaladvancement and the frequently uncritical embrace of technology (Gretzel et al., 2020). Few ofthe tourism Promoters, for example, have started shifting to updated virtual solutions toplease people's urge to travel, such as virtual museum tours and virtual reality concert inHelsinki which drew more than a million people. Technology have changed the travelbehaviour of the tourist making the travel activities spontaneous and unplanned trips havebecome regularly due to updated information. Therefore, the future study should focus ondiminishing the line of difference between tactile interaction and phygital mode of experience.
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Abstract
Purpose- This paper examines the concept of Happy Organizations and presents several factors that
contribute to the development of Happy organizations in the context of the New Normal. This study
presents a theoretical framework that delineates the various factors that contribute to the establishment
of positive and fulfilling work environments within the context of the modern Digital era.
Design/Methodology/Approach- This study is entirely based on available Secondary Data. The
researchers engaged in conducting a comprehensive literature review. The Database selected for
undertaking this study is SCOPUS, and the chosen search engine is Google Scholar.
Findings- Research findings indicate that organizations that prioritize happiness demonstrate a greater
level of success compared to those that do not allocate resources towards fostering a positive work
environment. The factors that play a significant role in the formation of happy organizations include
technology empowerment, the adoption of resilient organizational structures, happy employees,
forgiveness training, employee engagement, and research and development practices.
Practical Implications- The suggested model exhibits potential for universal application within
organizations. In the current context, as organizations resume their operations, it is imperative for top
management to undertake requisite measures aimed at fostering a culture characterized by resilience and
well-being within the organization. Further planning of training could be undertaken based on the model
that has been proposed.
Originality/Value- This paper presents an innovative theoretical contribution by introducing a novel
concept and model for constructing Happy Organisations in the context of the New Normal that has not
been addressed earlier.
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IntroductionDue to the spread of coronavirus at a global level in 2019, industries and Academia haveadopted new ideas and re-engineered their work processes from offline to online modes torapidly catchup with the Tech-environment and continue their work efficiently. Technologyinfusion in all jobs at the workplace is one of the key developments in every Organizationnowadays.(Dey et al., 2020). Work from home led to narrowed margins between Personal lifeand professional space, which integrated with high levels of organizational expectations,which ultimately made it impossible for the employees to unplug from technologicallyupgrading themselves.(Savić, 2020). The new work patterns have led to many changes inorganisations' working practices.Further, Happiness in the workplace is one of the most researched constructs in the field ofOrganizational Belongingness. Past researchers never considered Happiness a construct to bestudied in the Organizational context. Still, Happiness has croppedup as one of the mostresearched topics in almost every field related to employee and organizational growth.(Fisher,2010a) According to Fisher, an individual's Happiness is generally associated with his/herown pleasant emotions, well-being and positive attitudes towards certain and uncertainsituations. This interest in Happiness has recently started spreading to businesses,organizations, institutions etc.(Fisher, 2010b). Happy Employees contribute to organizationalsuccess with higher levels of efficiency and welfare (Arslan & Polat, 2018). Happiness at workis a broad concept that includes many constructs ranging from employees personal behaviourtowards Happiness to an overall level of Happiness at a departmental level and organizationallevel. (Fisher, 2010a)The pandemic created a huge level of chaos for organizations, thus leading to higher levels ofstress and health issues among employees. (Elsafty & Ragheb, 2020). Organizations sufferedduring the VUCA times. Due to the uncertainty organisations face, they adapted tech-basedworking patterns that drastically changed and digitalized the work environment. (Kaushik,2020). Due to the recent uncertainties faced by the world, Organizations need to develop andbuild strong, Happy workplaces to support and satisfy employees and managers as HappyEmployees build happy Organizations.(Sciences, 2020)Building a Happy organization is not just a fancy notion for organizations nowadays. It hasbeen considered an important aspect that is required to be integrated in almost all thestrategies and goals being framed daily for managerial levels by the Top management and thehuman resource management department. Many factors positively enhancing and buildingHappy organizations have already been studied in past research. But many old factors haveextended their scope, and many new factors emerged after the coronavirus spread. As theworking patterns changed, new factors impacting organizational Happiness cropped up, whichmight not have been of great relevance earlier. Still, in today's time, the elements significantly
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for Cultivating Positive Work Environments in the Current Eraimpact building Happy organizations. These extended and enriched factors have not yet beenstudied.In this paper, we propose to take the construct of Building Happy organizations a little furtherby offering enhanced and emerging factors impacting organizational Happiness. We base ourpremise on the present pandemic situation and how this has expanded the scope ofOrganizational Happiness. Further, we propose a model strengthening the basis for buildinghappy organizations in the New Normal.

Literature ReviewIn this section, we undertake an extensive literature review on Happy organizations as theprimary construct and various factors impacting its building process. We also review recentliterature on how organisations coped with the pandemic and how this requires an urgentneed to act towards achieving a higher level of organizational Happiness.
Theoretical BackgroundThe pandemic forced organizations to adopt new technologies (Software applications andhardware devices) to seamlessly run their businesses and industries. (De' et al., 2020)due tothe implementation of the social distancing norms. Due to the recent uncertainties faced by theworld, Organizations had to develop and build positive and Happy workplaces to support andsatisfy employees and the management. (Sciences, 2020). All these require an exploration ofvarious factors that contribute towards strengthening organizational happiness levels duringuncertainty.
Happy Organization
Zappos is about delivering Happiness to the world. ― Tony Hsieh, Chief Executive Officer, ZapposHappiness is a word connected with almost every possible outcome related to employees,organisations, departments, or workplaces. (Simon-thomas, 2018). Happiness is a broadumbrella term that cannot be defined precisely. Happiness is affected by all kinds of big orsmall events that happen inthe workplace in an organization. It is also impacted by Employees'attitudes, characteristics, behaviours and responses toward the expectations and needs of theOrganization. (Fisher, 2010a) Clashes between team members or disagreements betweenemployees and top management are shared in an organization that might deteriorate workers'well-being, innovation and productivity. (Toussaint et al., 2019) According to a Happiness casestudy based on Zappos's experience and work culture, Happy organizations create a culturefor their employees where personal well-being and Happiness are emphasized at all jobs.(Swinmurn, 2016). Happy organizations are based on plans framed at the organizational levelfocusing on building joyful employees with a goal to maximise the productivity levels,innovation mindsets and a profitable growth patterns.(Sciences, 2020) Happy organizationsdesign their companies' organizational structures based on High Purpose, Autonomy,Meaningful Relations and Impacting lives by working differently. (Business & For, 2012) .
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Exploring various factors impacting the basis for building Happy Organizations due to thepandemic is at a very early stage right now. But according to past Literature, OrganizationalHappiness is one of the most influential constructs helping organizations to gain a competitiveadvantage in their respective sector. (Simmons, 2013) The employees being hired in theOrganization and the managers' personalities firmly hold a vibe influencing the team energiesat the workplace (Sciences, 2020). Happy organizations are those which Hire Happyemployees, have an urge to work for the community, understand employees' needs, surprisetheir employees with sudden fun activities and outings, and adapt thoughtful actions to createa happy work environment. (Stein, 2021) Organizational Happiness is of great relevance forbusiness growth, thus enhancing the decision-making potential of the management. TheHappiness of an organization is embedded in its DNA, i.e. a resilient organizational Structure.(Köse & Kahveci, 2021)Creating Happiness at work does not necessarily need money. Still, executives and employeesmust be determined to createa friendly atmosphere that increases creative thinking andfreedom for new ideas. It is said, "Quality organization starts with quality personnel, not aquality machine or quality office.Quality personnel are personnel with knowledge,competence, creativity, virtue, and happiness" (Chaiprasit & Santidhiraku, 2011).Happymindsets lead to improved workplace Happiness, greater Job satisfaction and acceleratedEmployee Retention. (Pelosi & Specialist, 2015) Organizational Happiness increasesproductivity, financial performance, creativity, cognitive flexibility, cooperativeness, wage, andorganizational performance, and it decreases employee absenteeism(Arslan & Polat, 2018)Organizational Happiness refers to the Happiness of an employee within his/her Organizationas an individual, and it means how happy the individual is in his/her workplace and life.(Tosten et al., 2018) Happiness inthe workplace is positively related to the Productivity of anorganization (Wesarat et al., 2015). According to past research,  factors like leadership, Worklife Quality, and Job Satisfaction of employees positively impact Organizational Happiness.(Algan & Ummanel, 2019). A lot of factors influence Happiness at the workplace. Finally, anyorganization utterly committed to managing Happiness as a part of its responsibility buildspositive environments and Healthy & happy relationships, which ultimately enables theOrganization to achieve its goals efficiently.
Impact of COVID-19 on OrganizationsCovid-19, one of the most disastrous global pandemics, heightened the need for improvingpublic Health and Social measures to reduce the mortality and Morbidity caused by theoutbreak of this virus. These health and social measures include personal safety,environmental supervision, and travel restrictions nationally and internationally. (Who,
2020) . The most significant change implemented due to this crisis was the Global lockdown.The spread of Covid-19 has come up with many trend-setting developments at every level in
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for Cultivating Positive Work Environments in the Current Erathe country. The recent pandemic locked up people in their homes. Technology was the onlymeans of communicating and connecting with their social circles.Big boardroom or conferencemeetings concentrated to a small screen in remote areas.(Kaushik, 2020).According to a recent study, Organizations which planned to support their employees withcomplete access and updates regarding the pandemic and Financial stability gained higherlevels of Employee retention (Elsafty & Ragheb, 2020). The current VUCA environment hasbroadened the scope of responsibility on employers and HR managers, as, they are required toswitch towards an active approach bringing forth best practices favouring the employee andorganizational needs. (Kaushik, 2020) One of the most visible changes that occurred due to thespread of the Corona virus was the accelerated dependence of work and life on Technology.(De' et al., 2020)India has faced many natural and manmade disasters in the past, but it's a rare situation thatlimited social lives to such a great extent. Past research highlights that Enhancing employees'level of Happiness ultimately enhances the attractiveness of the Organization to the employeesas well as the external world (de Waal, 2018). But recent works of literature have pointed outvarious factors new to this field of study inexploring the factors contributing to building happyOrganizations. Some old factors have also contributed towards building happy organizations,but the pandemic has expanded the scope of those factors. This paper proposes variouscomponents that significantly contribute toward building happy Organizations.

Discussions and Developing Propositions
Discussion 1: Happiness is not an end result. Happy organizations design their companies'organizational structures based on High Purpose, Autonomy, Meaningful Relations andImpacting lives by working differently. (Business & For, 2012). Every Organization has adifferent culture which defines its DNA. Organizational DNA showcases the levels of resilientorganizational structures that are strong enough to handle certain uncertain situations(Köse &Kahveci, 2021).Kaptein described corporate DNA as the code that expresses the identity andheritage of an organization (Kaptein, 2015). In uncertain times, Resilient OrganizationalCulture plays a unique role in building and implementing strong comebacks and adaptingresilient mindsets. (Zarnadze & Kasradze, 2020). According to a recent study focusing on thepandemic situation, Organizational Cultures significantly Predict organizational happinesslevels (Köse & Kahveci, 2021). Organizational DNA and organizational Happiness support eachother and contribute positively to building Happy workplaces. Based on the above discussion,we propose that
Proposition 1: Resilient Organizational Structures Positively Contribute Toward Building
Happy Organizations in the New Normal
Discussion 2: Quality organization starts with quality personnel, not a quality machine oroffice (Chaiprasit & Santidhiraku, 2011). Happy Employees lead to successful organizations.(Pelosi & Specialist, 2015). According to an article in The Economics Times, top companieshave prioritized Human Capital as they understand the importance of Employee well-being.
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Top Companies like TCS, Accenture, Wipro, Big Basket etc., have supported their employeesthroughout the unprecedented times. Yahoo Finance (2020) said there is a significant positiverelationship between employees'Happiness and the company's success or performance. Happyemployees form Happy organizations. According to past research, an employee with thehighest amount of work experience might be the worst person to work with within anorganization. An employee's personality plays a significant role in handling differentsituations.Hiring Happy Employees positively strengthens the basis for building happy Organizations.(Stein, 2021). Past literature has always supported that the Happy-Productive workerhypothesis may be more accurate than we thought. (Fisher, 2010a). A recent study byNemteanu, Marcela Sefora, Dinu, Vasile Dabija, and Dan Cristian proved an effective andpositive relationship between job instability and employee insecurity during the COVID times(Nemteanu et al., 2021).Employees' personality plays a significant role in supporting theseuncertain times. An employee's mindset and that feeling of self-fulfilment; group working,attaining goals; leadership; sustainability and job/family balance during difficult timesenhances employees Happiness, ultimately making the workplace happier (Dutschke et al.,2019). On the basis of the above discussion, we propose that
Proposition 2: Happy Employees Positively Contribute Towards Building Happy
Organizations in the New Normal
Discussion 3: Global disasters and uncertainties crop-up new situations which might not beimagined in normal circumstances. In situations like these, new plans, policies and workpatterns are implemented. The current VUCA environment has broadened the scope ofresponsibility on employers and HR managers, as they are required to switch towards aproactive approach bringing forth best practices favouring the employee and organizationalneeds. (Kaushik, 2020) Organizations are revering through huge and unimaginable businesschanges, which requires adapting trial and error approaches.(Elsafty& Ragheb, 2020)Mistakes are common when something new is being adapted for the first time. For example,work from home became the new normal for every Organization, irrespective of the sectorthey belonged to(Vahdat, 2021). Building and adapting with the new work environment isuncertain for organizations and employees.   A Study conducted by Loren Toussaint, FredericLuskin, Rick Aberman, and Arthur DeLorenzo Sr introduced the concept of Forgive for goodand highlighted the point that forgiveness training can be effectively implemented in theworkplace setting as a means to promote wellness and increase productivity (Toussaint et al.,2019). In an uncertain situation where every individual is striving for survival, mistakesshould be considered experiences. Forgiveness training would positively contribute tobuilding a mindset that worker well-being and productivity benefit when forgiveness skills aretaught (Toussaint et al., 2019).
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Proposition 3: Forgiveness Training Positively Contributes Towards Building Happy
Organizations in the New Normal
Discussion 4 : Technology use and adaption at the workplace is no longer an option(Dey et al.,2020). It's a new reality of the new normal where employees need to learn and upgradethemselves about the technologies for performing their day-to-day jobs.(Vahdat, 2021).Earlier, employees had an option to work online or offline. But the lockdown forced all thesectors to shift from offline to online modes. Organisations and institutions adapted andprovided complete access to Technology and the need of the hour was to learn and adapt thatTechnology(Carroll & Conboy, 2020).Based on the above Literatures Reviewed, Technologyhas proved to be the only means for continuing work in organizations and institutions.Technology has empowered employees to fulfil their job requirements and enhanced theirproductivity even during the pandemic(Dey et al., 2020). Hence, technology adoption byorganizations is now one of the most critical factors impacting employees' overallperformance and ability to contribute to the new age of Tech-empowered organizations byseamlessly adapting the new tech-infused work patterns. Happy Organizations focus onemployee well-being and support them to overcome their shortcomings. On the basis of theabove discussion, we propose that
Proposition 4: Technology Adoption at the Workplace Positively Contributes Towards
Building Happy Organizations in the New Normal
Discussion 5: Employee engagement has been considered one of the most important aspectsfor enhancing Employee happiness at the workplace (Othman et al., 2018). An old studysuggested that employee engagement regularly extends the benefits further than theemployees'individualHappiness (Rodríguez-Muñoz et al., 2014). Covid times have posedvarious unfamiliar challenges to employees, altering their working patterns. Employees beingunable to understand the new tech-based functionalways has hampered the employeeengagement intensity at the workplace. For example, in educational institutions, a recentassessment by the National Foundation for Educational Research highlighted that thepandemic had burdened academicians with work-from-home demands, the use of advancedteaching methods, parental pressure, additional work duties, and the care of young children(Walker et al., 2020). This has led to imbalanced engagement among the employees. Employeeengagement enhances the competitive advantage of the organizations and positivelycontributes to upskilling and reskilling of employees. (Lalić et al., 2020). Hence, Employeeengagement is a vital factor impacting the organizations' productivity in the new normal.
Proposition 5: Employee Engagement at the Workplace Positively Contributes Towards
Building Happy Organizations in the New Normal
Discussion 6: Organizations in the new normal require a separate set of research-orientedapproaches for effective workplace management. The pandemic cropped up circumstancesunanticipated by the governments, policymakers, organizations, etc. Take an example of theeducation, as the worldwide lockdown impacted the knowledge exchange patterns and may bethe education sector was not ready for such a drastic shift in the teaching-learning
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paradigms(Doyumaç et al. 2020). Research has become the general basis for addressing thelimitations faced by employees. According to a recent study, faculties are willing to participatein significant research projects, which helps them enhance their happiness levels at theworkplace. (Arora, 2020). Hence, Research and development system in the Organizationimpacts the employees' happiness levels at the workplace.
Proposition 6: Research & Development Practices at the Workplace Positively Contribute
Towards Building Happy Organizations in the New Normal
Proposed Framework

Figure 1 Factors Contributing to Building happy Organizations

ConclusionThis paper is meant to examine the dimensionality of Happy organizations as a construct andto investigate the factors positively contributing toward building Happy organizations in thenew normal. Various works of literature have helped us explore the factors contributingtoward building happy organizations in the new normal as Technology Empowerment, theadaption of resilient organizational structure, Happy Employees, Forgiveness Trainings,Employee engagement, and Research & development practices.
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Theoretical Contribution and Directions for Future ResearchThis paper makes various conceptual contributions to the existing literature on buildingHappy organizations in the New Normal, by studying the theories and research outcomesrelated to Happiness in the workplace and Organization's situation during COVID times.Specifically, our primary contribution is advancing the body of knowledge on the impact of thepandemic on factors contributing to building Happy organizations. We theorized old and newfactors contributing toward building Happy Organizations in the New Normal. The secondcontribution lies in extending the body of work on how various components contributetowards enhancing Happiness at workplace in the new tech-based working Environment. Thefinal contribution lies in extending the literature of factors strongly contributing towardbuilding happy organizations to become more resilient in the uncertain Environment.Apart from the above contributions, more in-depth and rigorous research is needed on thisconstruct of Happy Organizations vis-à-vis its relationships and connections with otherinstitutional and management-related outcomes due to the change in working patternsbecause of the pandemic. This study aims to widen our perceptions of Building Happyorganizations and its transformation due to the pandemic, ultimately strengthening theknowledge base in this domain to add new dimensions to the existing OrganizationalHappiness and Well-being literature.Several directions for future research could be explored further to expand the frontiers ofknowledge in this domain. For validating the proposed model, Employees from differentsectors could be approached, and data could be collected from primary sources. Studies couldbe undertaken to find empirical support for the model. Next, based on the proposed model,new scales and measures are required to be developed for measuring the levels ofOrganizational Happiness so that empirical studies can be conducted by collecting primaryData with greater ease. Future research must also explore upgraded theories and otherpossible dimensions of building Happy Workplaces in different nations which follow differentphilosophies. Further, the validity of the proposed model can be checked by collecting datafrom different sections of society, which would be a significant theoretical contribution tofuture studies in this field.
Managerial ImplicationsThe proposed model can be implemented across all organizations to test the positiveenhancement levels towards building Happy Organizations. In the present situation, when theorganizations are opening up again, the top management should take the necessary steps todevelop a culture of resilience and health in the Organization. Training could be plannedfurther based on the proposed model. This model is appropriate for all organizations,irrespective of their sector. Step-by-step inculcation of all the factors in the model would leadto building a strong Happy Organization
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